
Echo Chamber?Are You Stuck    

in a Social Media

We at Back to the Vax know this all too well, so we have created a list of social 
media experts to follow, so that you can fill your social media with accurate and 
helpful scientific information regarding vaccines. We have gotten to know many 
experts in our journey to gaining vaccine confidence and have been truly touched 
by how helpful the scientific community is. We also have a podcast called Back to 
the Vax, where we interview experts on common vaccine misconceptions. 

Social media algorithms will show you what it thinks you want to see, not what you 
NEED to see.  It’s crazy how the social media algorithm works. Did you happen to 
click on an anti-vaccine article? Now your social media algorithms will bring you 
similar content. Soon it will seem like everyone you know and follow is anti-vaccine, 
when in reality, the majority agree that vaccination is the best way to prevent 
disease, death, and suffering.

By Lydia Greene, Back to the Vax

immunizekansas



Immunize Kansas Coalition
www.immunizekansascoalition.org

Vaccinate Your Family
www.vaccinateyourfamily.org

Voices for Vaccines
www.voicesforvaccines.org

Immunize.org 
www.immunize.org

Stronger, identifying the spread of misinformation online
www.stronger.org

Kristen Stuppy, M.D., Kansas Pediatrician
Follow her on Twitter @pediatricskc

Edward Nierenberg, Medical Student, Science Communicator, and Founder of
www.deplatformdisease.com

Victoria Crabb, Ph.D. Epidemiologist
Follow on Twitter @crabb_vicki

Dan Wilson, Ph.D. in Molecular Biology and Science Communicator with the 
YouTube channel Debunk the Funk with Dr. Dan Wilson, where he observes current 
disinformation trends and debunks them with facts

Jonathan Howard, M.D., Neurologist
Dr. Howard has written many informative articles on COVID-19 contrarians and 
more. Visit this website to find articles: sciencebasedmedicine.org
Follow on Twitter @19joho

Vincent Iannelli, M.D., Pediatrician, and Founder of Vaxopedia.org
Vaxopedia is a wonderful debunking resource on vaccine disinformation. He works 
hard to stay on top of all the newest disinformation.

Thomas A. Nguyen, D.O., Pediatrician
Follow on Twitter @quality_nguyen

Social Media Resources:

This resource is a collaboration of Immunize Kansas Coalition and Back to the Vax.
Scan the QR code to see more Vaccine Fears Overturned by Facts.


